Academic Status Flow Chart

**Good Academic Standing**
- Cumulative GPA at or above a 2.0
- Good Academic Status noted on transcript record. Note: The 2.0 cumulative GPA is a CSI graduation benchmark for degrees and certificates

**Alert Status**
- Cumulative GPA between 1.50-1.99
- Alert Status noted on transcript record
- ALERT STATUS REMOVED when cumulative GPA reaches a 2.0 or higher

**Probation Status**
- Cumulative GPA below 1.5
- Probation Status noted on transcript record and an e-mail is sent out to students and their major advisor informing them of their probation status
- PROBATION STATUS REMOVED when cumulative GPA reaches a 1.5 or higher (Alert Status! If the cumulative GPA is between a 1.5-1.99, Suspension Status! If the term GPA falls below a 1.5)

**Suspension Status**
- Semester term GPA below 1.5
- Suspension Status noted on transcript record
- A student will remain on a suspension contract with the Advising Center until their cumulative GPA is at a 2.0 or above
- SUSPENSION STATUS REMOVED when the student reaches a cumulative 2.0 GPA or above (Any suspension contract related hold will be removed)